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In this paper, a packet-reduced ranging method using a 
superresolution time of arrival estimation algorithm for a 
chirp-based real-time locating system is presented. A 
variety of ranging methods, such as symmetric double-
sided two-way ranging (SDS-TWR), have been proposed 
to remove the time drift due to the frequency offset using 
extra ranging packets. Our proposed method can perform 
robust ranging against the frequency offset using only two 
ranging packets while maintaining almost the same 
ranging accuracy as them. To verify the effectiveness of 
our proposed algorithm, the error performance of our 
proposed ranging method is analyzed and compared with 
others. The total ranging performance of TWR, SDS-
TWR, and our proposed TWR are analyzed and verified 
through simulations in additive white Gaussian noise and 
multipath channels in the presence of the frequency offset. 
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I. Introduction 

Real-time locating systems (RTLSs) are proving increasingly 
useful in the sensor network area to meet the increasing 
demand for such location services as asset tracking, finding 
people on the move, and mobile tracking in emergency 
situations in which a GPS receiver is impractical. 

Recently, chirp spread spectrum (CSS) was adopted as the 
ISM band baseline standard of IEEE 802.15.4a [1] as well as 
the ISO/IEC 24730-5 [2], organized for the development of an 
RTLS with high accuracy. In this paper, accordingly, chirp 
signals are assumed to be baseband signals of a ranging packet. 
The ranging scheme is classified as a synchronous (one-way) 
or an asynchronous (two-way) ranging system whether or not 
it uses a global synchronization. Recently, the asynchronous 
two-way ranging (ATWR) scheme caught on commercially 
since it does not require both the global synchronization and 
expensive oscillators. In the ATWR system, the time of flight 
(TOF) is used to estimate the distance between two nodes. We 
can extract TOF information from the estimated round-trip 
time (RTT) with the knowledge of the reply time.  

In estimating the RTT, a ranging error occurs due to the 
frequency offset between two nodes. In the literature, a variety 
of the modified TWR protocols, such as symmetric double-
sided TWR (SDS-TWR) [3], asymmetric double-sided TWR 
(ADS-TWR) [4], double-TWR [5], and SDS-TWR with 
multiple acknowledgement (SDS-TWR-MA) [6], were 
proposed to eliminate the ranging error caused by frequency 
offset. For these protocols [3]-[6] developed against frequency 
offset, more than three ranging packets are required to make a 
pair of RTTs for cancellation of the ranging error. This forces 
mobile nodes to consume more battery power, which results in 
short battery life. Since a mobile node has a finite battery 
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capacity, power saving is one of the most critical issues. 
The other critical issue is ranging accuracy mostly depending 

on bandwidth, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), observation time, 
and so on, as in [7]. In indoor surroundings, a direct path 
containing range information is superimposed with many 
reflected paths. Without enough bandwidth, it is hard to detect 
the time of arrival (TOA) of the direct path correctly due to 
superimposed paths. To resolve this kind of TOA estimation 
problem of the narrowband signals, MUSIC-based 
superresolution (SR) algorithms [8], [9] have been proposed 
with channel frequency estimation (CFR) preprocessing 
because of its superior decomposing ability in a line-of-sight 
multipath environment. However, CFR estimation requires a 
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [10], and the MUSIC 
algorithm needs such matrix decompositions as eigenvalue 
decomposition (EVD) and singular value decomposition 
(SVD). Although TOA estimation using the decompositions is 
preferred for its superior performance, the decompositions are 
difficult to implement in a hardware system without loss of 
accuracy.  

In this paper, we suggest a new packet-reduced ranging 
protocol with a low complexity SR TOA estimation algorithm 
to implement a low power consuming RTLS. Although our 
proposed protocol is based on only two ranging packets, it can 
achieve almost the same error performance as SDS-TWR 
using more than three ranging packets. In the case of SDS-
TWR, it tries to resolve the problem of performance 
degradation due to the frequency offset by the RTT averaging 
scheme, which requires more than three ranging packets. 
However, using our proposed method, a low power consuming 
ranging system can be achieved with two ranging packets 
without performance degradation. The propagator method 
(PM) [11], one of the SR techniques used for optimal 
beamforming, is known to have a low complexity since it does 
not require such matrix decompositions as SVD and EVD. 
However, it is not directly applicable to the TOA estimation 
problem of a chirp-based RTLS. Thus, the PM is modified and 
combined with our proposed packet-reduced ranging method 
for a low complexity RTLS realization. Finally, in a given SNR 
and bandwidth, the total ranging errors, composed of the TOA 
estimation error and RTT estimation error, are analyzed for 
each of the following: TWR, SDS-TWR, and our proposed 
method. We verify that the analyzed results are consistent with 
the simulation results.  

II. Signal Model 

In this section, a chirp-based ranging packet perturbed by the 
frequency offset is modeled, and our proposed ranging 
protocol is then derived based on the signal model.  

A transmitted ranging packet is assumed to be composed of a 
training and data sequence in accordance with the relevant 
baseline standards in [1], [2], as shown in Fig. 1. For initial 
acquisition of the ranging packet, the received symbols in the 
training sequence composed of preamble and start frame 
delimiter (SFD) are used for gain control, packet detection, 
frame synchronization, and frequency synchronization. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that these preliminary 
steps have been done successfully and focus on explaining the 
main idea behind our proposed TWR algorithm. After 
frequency synchronization using preamble signals as in [12], 
[13], the carrier frequency offset (CFO) can be almost 
completely removed but the sampling frequency offset (SFO) 
remains. Consider the baseband chirp symbol 

2
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where ωs is the start frequency of the chirp signal and μ is the rate 
of change of the instantaneous frequency as modeled in [1], [2]. 
The received M symbols perturbed by a multipath channel and 
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) can be modeled by 
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where w(t) is the AWGN and Tsym is the symbol period. The 
complex amplitude and TOA of the m-th path are am and τm, 
respectively. The modulated phase of the k-th symbol is bk. The 
number of symbols of a ranging packet is M. The number of 
paths is d. For a given frequency offset of Node A and Node B, 
denoted by βA and βB, respectively, in parts per million, the 
time drift over the sampling period Ts and symbol period Tsym 
can be represented by 
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The parameters εA and εB were also used in [14] to express 
the sampling and symbol delay due to the sampling frequency 
offset. Define A

ly (n) as the n-th received sample of the l-th 
chirp symbol at Node A and B

ly (n) as the n-th received 
sample of the l-th chirp symbol at Node B. Using (3) and (4), 
they can be expressed in terms of the relative frequency offsets 
βAB=βA−βB and βBA=βB−βA by 
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In (5) and (6), N is the number of samples of a symbol, that is, 
Tsym=NTs. 

III. Ranging Protocol 

The ATWR estimates the distance between two nodes by 
calculating the TOF. In this section, we illustrate how our 
proposed protocol removes the induced ranging error due to 
the frequency offset as compared with the conventional 
algorithms, such as TWR and SDS-TWR. In general, in 
calculating the TOF, it is essential to estimate the TOA of the 
direct path. Assuming there is no frequency offset, a ranging 
error arises due to noise and self-interference in estimating the 
TOA of the direct path. In the next section, the TOA estimation 
error is considered and combined with the ranging error due to 
the frequency offset. 

1. TWR 

The TWR protocol [15] is the simplest among the ranging 
protocols, and it can calculate the distance of two nodes by 
using only two packets. 

Figure 1 shows the procedure of the conventional TWR in a 
two-node scenario. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the TOF is 
calculated by 

( )P round replyB

1
,

2
t t T= −                 (9) 

where tround represents the RTT at Node A and tp is the TOF. The 
reply time of Node B is denoted by TreplyB and is the delay 
between the end of a received packet and the beginning of the 
next transmission at Node B. However, this protocol has a 
serious ranging error due to not taking the frequency offset into 
account. In a given frequency offset, βA and βB, the ranging 
error can be formulated using some derivations in [15] by 

( )TWR p A A replyB B

1
1 .

2
e t Tε ε ε= + +        (10) 

From (10), it is noteworthy that the ranging error is affected 

 

Fig. 1. Conventional TWR protocol. 
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Fig. 2. Conventional SDS-TWR protocol. 
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by the reply time TreplyB, which is quite large. The first term in 
(10) is negligible, but the second term produces a large ranging 
error. 

2. SDS-TWR 

The SDS-TWR protocol [3] is proposed to reduce the 
ranging error of TWR. It is impossible to remove the error 
completely, but the second term of (10) can be almost 
completely removed by SDS-TWR. For SDS-TWR to work 
properly, more than four packets are required with the 
assumption that TreplyA= TreplyB, as in [3]. 

Figure 2 shows the entire process of the SDS-TWR. We can 
see that two RTTs, denoted by troundA and troundB, are estimated 
using the paths ① and ②, respectively. The paths ① and 
② share the second TOF, as in Fig. 2. This is the reason SDS-
TWR can make two RTTs using only three ranging packets. 
These two RTTs are respectively defined as 

roundA P replyB  2t t T= +               (11) 

and 

roundB P replyA  2t t T= + .             (12) 

Due to the sampling frequency offset, the reply times TreplyA 
and TreplyB are counted incorrectly at Node A and Node B. By 
averaging two RTTs troundA and troundB, we can eliminate the 
offset-induced ranging error. Referring to [16], the ranging 
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error of SDS-TWR is derived by 

( ) ( )( )( )SDS-TWR p A B replyB replyA B A

1 1

2 4
e t T Tε ε ε ε= + + − − . (13) 

Using the assumption of TreplyA=TreplyB, eSDS-TWR is 
approximated as 

( )SDS-TWR p A B

1
.

2
e t ε ε≈ +             (14) 

3. Proposed TWR Protocol 

After SDS-TWR [3] was proposed, its variations, such as 
SDS-TWR-MA [6], double-TWR [5], and so on, emerged for 
robust ranging against a frequency offset. Most of these are 
based on the approach of RTT averaging, illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Thus, they also need more than three ranging packets, as with 
SDS-TWR. Compared with TWR, they provide more accurate 
ranging performances. At the same time, however, the battery 
life is shortened as the number of transmitted ranging packets 
increases [6].  

Our proposed algorithm can achieve almost the same 
accuracy as SDS-TWR and its variations [3]-[6] using only 
two ranging packets. Instead, the additional signal processing is 
needed for our proposed algorithm to work properly.  

The main idea behind our proposed algorithm is to make a 
pair of RTT paths, reflective of the construct in SDS-TWR. In 
the case of SDS-TWR, a pair of RTT paths is made by using 
more than three ranging packets, as shown in Fig. 2. However, 
our proposed algorithm makes a pair of RTT paths: One path, 
denoted by ① in Fig. 3, estimates the RTT from the 
beginning of the ranging packet; The second path, denoted by 
②, estimates the RTT from the end of the ranging packet. 

From path ①, RTT tround,A1 can be estimated. Likewise, RTT 
tround,A2 is estimated from path ②. Tpac,A and Tpac,B denote the 
duration of the packet transmitted by local frequency of Node 
A and Node B, respectively. The reply time by SDS-TWR at 
Node A, denoted by TreplyA, is generally assumed to be the same 
as the reply time by SDS-TWR at Node B, denoted by TreplyB, 
that is, TreplyA=TreplyB. However, the reply times of our proposed 
algorithm, denoted by TreplyB1 and TreplyB2, are given differently 
as 

replyB1 pac,A pac,A
ˆT T T= +            (15) 

and 

replyB2 pac,A
ˆT T= ,                 (16) 

where pac,AT̂  is the estimate of Tpac,A at Node B. After the 
recognition of the received packet at Node B, the sampling 
delay is accumulated until the end of the ranging packet, 
resulting in time difference es, as shown in Fig. 3. If we can  

 

Fig. 3. Proposed TWR protocol. 
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estimate es correctly, we can know Tpac,A by 

pac,A pac,B s s s pac
ˆ ˆ ˆwith .T T e e e η= − = +         (17) 

The estimation of es is addressed in the next section. 
Assuming pac,AT̂  is perfectly estimated at Node B, the RTTs 
for ① and ② are modeled by 

round,A1 P replyB1 P pac,A pac,A
ˆ2 2t t T t T T= + = + +    (18) 

and 

round,A2 P replyB2 P pac,A
ˆ2 2 .t t T t T= + = +       (19) 

In the case of SDS-TWR and its variations, two RTTs are 
counted by Node A and Node B, respectively, and both of them 
are then averaged to reduce the ranging error. In contrast, two 
RTTs are counted by the local frequency of Node A for our 
proposed TWR algorithm, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, we 
cannot avoid the time drift by the sampling frequency offset 
over tround,A1 or tround,A2. However, since the reply times are given 
in terms of pac,A

ˆ ,T as in (18) and (19), respectively, it can be 
easily seen that TreplyB1 is exactly twice that of the TreplyB2 with 
an assumption of no estimation error of pac,A

ˆ .T  Exploiting this 
relation, we can remove the induced time drift in tround,A1 or 
tround,A2 as follows: 

round,A1
P round,A 2 .

2

t
t t= −               (20) 

In this way, the time drift over the reply times can be 
removed but the time drift over the propagation times remains. 
Thus, the ranging error due to frequency offset for our 
proposed algorithm is represented by 

prop.TWR p A .e t ε=              (21) 

4. Comparison 

We compare our proposed algorithm with the conventional 
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Table 1. Comparison of ranging protocols. 

 TWR SDS-TWR Proposed TWR

Required ranging packets 2 3 2 

Required data packets 0 1 0 

Number of TOA est. 2 3 2 

Number of RTT est. 1 2 2 

Ranging error eTWR >> eSDS-TWR ≈ eprop.twr 

Necessity for offset est. no need no need need 

 

 
algorithms regarding various aspects, including the required 
data packets, the required number of TOA estimations, and the 
ranging errors. The results are summarized in Table 1. 

As shown in Table 1, the SDS-TWR protocol makes use of a 
total of four packets to measure the distance between two 
nodes, respectively. However, our proposed TWR protocol 
requires only two packets while maintaining almost the same 
ranging performance as SDS-TWR. Since the number of 
packets used in SDS-TWR is reduced by half in our proposed 
ranging protocol while retaining ranging performance, our 
proposed algorithm can be regarded as effective in terms of 
power consumption and packet utilization. 

IV. TOA and Tpac,A Estimation  

Time-based ranging methods [17], [18] are all in need of 
TOA estimation of the direct path since the direct path involves 
distance information. There are two approaches to estimate the 
TOA of the direct path. One is based on maximum likelihood 
estimation [19], [20], and the other is based on SR algorithms 
[21], [22]. In the case of narrowband signals, the SR algorithms 
are preferred for their superior decomposing capability for the 
received superimposed signals.  

Almost all SR algorithms are based on the superiority of 
SVD and EVD in extracting the phase shift, caused by the 
TOA of the direct path. However, such decompositions as 
SVD and EVD increase the complexity on ranging system. 
Therefore, we consider a low cost SR algorithm that does not 
use decompositions, referred to as the PM. The algorithm has 
been combined with our proposed preprocessing method to 
estimate the TOA of the direct path and es for the received 
ranging packet composed of chirp symbols. 

1. Estimation of Tpac,A at Node B 

For our proposed ranging protocol to work properly, it is 
essential to estimate the Tpac,A correctly. By the following two 
methods, we can estimate the time drift es in (17). 

A. Estimation Based on Single Set 

In (6), the received chirp samples at Node B are modeled 
with symbol delay AB

yO and sample delay AB
sO . Since the 

sample delay within a symbol is negligible, that is, 
AB AB
y sO O>> , we only consider the symbol delay hereafter. 

Before we apply the PM, we must transform the received chirp 
signals into the sinusoid. By doing so, the symbol delay AB

yO  
can be changed to the frequency parameter of the sinusoid. 
Assuming the received two symbols, p-th and q-th, satisfy    
p > q, the transformed sinusoid can be defined by 

( ) ( ) ( )( )*B B  for =0, 1,..., 1.p qf n y n y n n N≈ × -   (22) 

This is basically the same kind of transformation used for 
TOA estimation in (27) and (28), called dechirping. Dechirping 
converts the received chirp signals into the sum of sinusoids by 
multiplying them by the reference chirp signal, as in (27). 
However, in (22), the reference signal is also the received q-th 
chirp symbol. As in (28), the multiplication of (22) produces a 
variety of sinusoids, but the dominant one is 

( ) ( ) ( )BA
s yexp  where .f n j nT O p qκ κ μ= = −    (23) 

The frequency of the approximated sinusoid is κ, linearly 
proportional to the symbol delay between the p-th and the q-th 
symbol. Every path of the received symbol of q-th is delayed 
by ( ) BA

yp q O− from the p-th received symbol due to 
sampling the frequency offset. Thus, the sinusoid of f(n) is 
averaged for all M paths. We can estimate the frequency of f(n) 
by using the PM. Assuming that the frequency estimate κ̂ of 
f(n) is given by the PM, es can be derived from κ̂ by 

( )
s

s ˆˆ .
MT

e
p q

κ
μ

=
−

               (24) 

B. Estimation Based on Multiple Sets  

The above estimation is based on a pair of two symbols. 
Multiple sets are possibly applicable for accuracy enhancement. 
Basically, the estimation approach is the same as in (22) 
through (24). Since the assumed p-th and q-th symbols are 
selectable among all M symbols satisfying p > q, R sets are 
made by 

{ } 1
B B

0
, .

R

r p q r
r

y y
−

− +
=

 
              (25) 

2. TOA Estimation of Direct Path 

For our proposed TWR protocol, the TOA estimation of the 
direct path should be executed two times at Node A and Node 
B, respectively. Since the algorithm runs in the same way 
regardless of the nodes, we only consider the TOA estimation 
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for the l-th symbol of the received signals at Node B, B ( ).ly n  
We model each of the received paths with respect to t=0 as 

( ) ( )B
s

1

.
d

l m m
m

y n a s nT τ
=

 
≈ −  
 
          (26) 

In this section, we have not considered sampling delay AB
sO  

within the l-th symbol since it is generally very small (under   
1 ns).  

Prior to the TOA estimation by SR algorithms, we must 
transform the received signals into a form of sinusoid [10]. 
Conventional SR algorithms [21], [22] transform each of the 
received signals into the form of the corresponding sinusoid by 
using DFT and deconvolution, that is, CFR estimation. 
However, chirp signals can be changed to the sinusoids by a 
dechirping process: 

( ) ( ) ( )B *
ld n y n s t= × ,            (27) 

where d(n) represents the transformed samples, and it can be 
rewritten as 

( ) 

1
2

s s
0 frequency

exp  . 
2

M

m m m m
m

d n a j T n
μμτ ω τ τ

−

=

   
   = − − +       
 (28) 

In (28), the transformed signals are composed of the 
sinusoids that bear a frequency of .mμτ−  In this way, the 
TOA estimation of the received signal B ( )ly n  is changed to 
the frequency estimation of d(n).  

The PM [11] can be summarized as follows. The smoothed 
matrix D comprises elements of d(n) as follows: 

(0) ( 1)

  where .

( ) ( 1)

d d L

L d

d N L d N

− 
 = ≥ 
 − − 

D


  


  (29) 

The PM makes a pair of submatrices by row extractions 
from the data matrix as follows: 

( )

( )
}
}

0: 1

:

 rows             
.

 rows

d

d N L

d

N L d

−

−

 
=  

− −  

D
D

D
      (30) 

D(x:y) denotes the extracted submatrix from the x-th row to the 
y-th row from data matrix D. Using D(0:d−1) and D(d:N−L), we can 
describe propagator P, a transformation matrix that satisfies 

( )

( )

0: 1

:
 -

d
H

d N d N L

−

− −

 
  =  

  

D
P I 0

D
,          (31) 

where the subscript H denotes the Hermitian operator. 0 is the 
zero matrix and Id−N is the identity matrix of size d−N by d−N. 
For the estimation of P, least square approximation can be 
defined as 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )

2: 0: 1

1
0: 1 0: 1 0: 1 :

ˆ arg  min

.

d N L dH

H H
d d d d N L

− −

−
− − − −

= −

=

P D P D

D D D D
  

(32)
 

Using the estimation of P, the pseudospectrum can be 
estimated in the same way of the MUSIC algorithm [8], [9]. 
By peak detection algorithm, the frequency components of the 
superimposed sinusoids can be estimated from the 
pseudospectrum. Among the frequency estimates, the TOA 
estimate of the direct path can be found by selecting the 
minimum value and dividing it by μTs. 

V. Performance Analysis  

In section III, the ranging error was analyzed for TWR, SDS-
TWR, and our proposed method in terms of the relevant 
parameters concerning the frequency offset, as in (10), (14), 
and (21), respectively. In this section, we additionally derive the 
root mean square error (RMSE) for the TOA estimation in 
terms of the used signal parameters. Then, the TOA estimation 
error is combined with the ranging error, resulting in the total 
ranging error for TWR, SDS-TWR, and our proposed TWR.  

Assuming an AWGN channel, the RMSE of the direct path, 
denoted by ( )0σ τ , can be expressed according to [23] as 

( ) ( )0 s2 0.1 SNR

1 1 1
 where .

10
T

N
τ

τ
σ τ ρ μ

ρ ×
≈ =   (33) 

In (33), SNR denotes the average SNR in dB, and the scale 
factor ρτ is the parameter used for the transformation from the 
estimate of the phase shift into the TOA estimate of the direct 
path. Actually, the propagator matrix produces the phase shift 
between adjacent samples due to the TOA. Thus, the phase 
shift can be defined by s ,mT Tμ and this is the reason we take 
the scale factor as in (33) for RMSE of the TOA estimate. 
From (33), it can be seen that the RMSE is directly 
proportional to 1/ρτ, and this means that the more value the 
scale factor has, the more accuracy we obtain. Similar to that 
which is featured in (33), the RMSE of the estimate for Tpac,A 
can be derived by 

( ) ( )
( )

pac,A T2 0.1 SNR-3
T s

1 1 1
 where .

10

p q
T

N MT

μ
σ ρ

ρ ×

−
≈ =  (34) 

The scale factor ρT is determined according to the relation of 
(22). Comparing (33) with (34), it can be seen that the SNR 
loss of 3 dB is applied to (34). This is because the 
multiplication of a pair of the received symbols in (22) 
degrades the SNR. In the case of the TOA estimation, the 
received chirp symbol is multiplied with a reference signal, not 
the received signal, so that there is no SNR reduction in the 
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RMSE of (33). Combining (33), (34), and (21), the total 
ranging error can be described as 

( ) ( ) ( )prop p P A 0 pac,A2 .t t Tσ ε σ τ σ≈ + +        (35) 

In (35), we can see that 0ˆ( )σ τ  is multiplied by 2 . This 
is because the TOA estimation is performed twice at Node A 
and Node B. Comparing Tρ  with τρ , we can see 

T τρ ρ  so that 0 pac,Aˆ( ) ( ).Tσ τ σ   Thus, the simplified 
version of the RMSE can be written as 

( ) ( )prop p P A 02 .t tσ ε σ τ≈ +           (36) 

The RMSE for the conventional TWR and SDS-TWR can 
be derived in a similar way to that which is featured in (36): 

( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) ( )TWR p p A reply A B 0

1
1 2

2
t t tσ ε ε ε σ τ≈ + + +    (37) 

and 

( ) ( ) ( )SDS-TWR p P A B 0
1 6

.
2 2

t tσ ε ε σ τ≈ + +      (38) 

In (38), 0ˆ( )σ τ  is multiplied by 6 / 2  for SDS-TWR. In 
the case of TWR and our proposed TWR, only two ranging 
packets are used. However, SDS-TWR permits three ranging 
packets, and the TOA estimate for the second ranging packet is 
used twice in calculating the TOF from path ① and path ②, 
as shown in Fig. 2. Since two estimates of the TOF are 
averaged finally, we divide 6  by 2, resulting in the form of 
(38). 

VI. Simulation Results 

In this section, we illustrate the ranging performance of our 
proposed protocol compared to those of SDS-TWR and TWR 
in the presence of the frequency offset in the AWGN channel. 
The noticeable thing is that we have simulated the TOA 
estimation algorithm for the received ranging packet in 
calculating the TOF from the estimate of the RTT.  

In the following figures, we compare the analyzed results 
derived in the preceding section with the simulation results to 
confirm the consistency. The default simulation parameters are 
as shown in Table 2. 

The parameters βA and βB, denoting the frequency offset of 
Node A and Node B, respectively, are not included in Table 2 
since they are varied in each figure. All of the experimental 
RMSEs of the estimates are based on 1e6 Monte Carlo runs. 
Figures 4 and 5 show the experimental RMSEs of the estimate 
of the TOF as a function of the offset of Node B and Node A, 
respectively. The other parameters except the frequency offsets 
are fixed, as shown in Table 2. 

In Fig. 4, the RMSEs for the protocols are not varied to the 

Table 2. Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value 

ωs 0 μ 4.6e+13 Tsym 1.1875e–6

Ts 3.125e–8 M 100 p 20 

q 70 N 38 tp 1e–7 

TreplyA 3e–4 TreplyB 3e–4   

 

 

Fig. 4. Performance comparison of relative offsets (frequency
offset of Node A = 10 ppm; SNR = 25 dB). 
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frequency offset of Node A. In the case of SDS-TWR and our 
proposed TWR, the ranging error due to the frequency offset 
is considerably small as compared to the TOA estimation 
error caused by AWGN. That is the reason the RMSEs of 
SDS-TWR and our proposed TWR seem to be saturated 
regardless of the frequency offset. In the case of TWR, we 
can see that the frequency offset of Node B negligibly affects 
the RMSE from (35). Thus, although the RMSE of TWR is 
fixed irrespective of the frequency offset of Node B, as 
shown in Fig. 4, we can see that it is changed according to the 
frequency offset of Node A, as shown in Fig. 5. This can be 
explained by (35), in which the offset parameter of Node B is 
multiplied by that of Node A and treply. For the offset 
parameter of Node A, it is multiplied by treply. 

From all of the figures wherein TWR, SDS-TWR, and our 
proposed TWR are simulated, the RMSE of SDS-TWR is 
shown to be the lowest among them. This results from the 
utilization of three ranging packets, leading to more TOA 
estimates that can be used for averaging. We have already 
taken this into account in the analysis of (36). 

In Figs. 6 through 8, RMSEs are given as a function of the 
SNR for the given frequency offset of Node A and Node B. 
When there is no frequency offset, the RMSE is affected by the  
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison of relative offsets (frequency
offset of Node B = 10 ppm; SNR = 25 dB). 
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Fig. 6. Ranging performance of each protocol (no frequency 
offset). 
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TOA estimation errors only. Thus, ranging accuracy increases 
as the SNR increases, as shown in Fig. 6. However, when there 
is a certain frequency offset, the estimation bias, not caused by 
noise but the offset, can saturate the RMSE curve of TWR, as 
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. In the cases of SDS-TWR and our 
proposed TWR, the bias caused by the frequency offset is quite 
small compared to the TOA estimation error due to noise under 
an SNR of 40 dB. From the simulation results, it is observed 
that our proposed TWR achieves almost the same ranging 
performance as that of SDS-TWR for a given frequency offset. 
Although SDS-TWR results in better performance than our 
proposed TWR, this is due to the TOA estimation error being 
reduced by TOF averaging. 

 

Fig. 7. Ranging performance of each protocol (frequency offset 
of Node A = 40 ppm; frequency offset of Node B = –40 
ppm). 
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Fig. 8. Ranging performance of each protocol (frequency offset 
of Node A = 80 ppm; frequency offset of Node B = –80 
ppm). 
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VII. Conclusion 

In this paper, a packet-reduced ranging method with an SR 
TOA estimation algorithm for chirp-based RTLS was 
presented. Our proposed ranging protocol using only two 
ranging packets achieved almost the same tolerance to the 
frequency offset as SDS-TWR. This approach reduces power 
consumption and ranging time. We analyzed the RMSE 
performance of our proposed ranging algorithm and compared 
it with that of the others, such as TWR and SDS-TWR, 
through computer simulations. We found that our proposed 
TWR prolongs the battery lifetime of RTLS nodes while 
keeping the ranging accuracy high. 
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